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Synthesis, Crystal Structure, Tropicity and Charge Transport 
Properties of Diindenothienothiophene Derivatives 

Tanguy Jousselin-Oba,a Masashi Mamada,b Karen Wright,a Jérôme Marrot,a Chihaya Adachi,b,c 

Abderrahim Yassard and Michel Frigoli*a 

 

A set of π-conjugated diindenothienothiophene derivatives (DITTs) which formally possess an extended as-indacene core 

with 16 π-electrons has been synthesised and their closed-shell configuration has been confirmed by X-ray structure analysis. 

Bond lengths analysis provides insight into the peculiar bond lengths observed for diindenoacene diradicaloids. The 

annellation mode at the outer rings has a great impact on the tropicity, optoelectrochemical properties and molecular 

packing. The featured molecules exhibit low energy band gap with values up to 1.30 eV and have high electron affinities 

with LUMO energies up to 3.86 eV. Their optical properties are similar to those of benzo-fused indeno[2,1-c]fluorene (BIFs) 

counterparts possessing formally the as-indacene core. Analysis of the molecule tropicity using NICS and ACID plot shows 

that the central rings of DITTs are weakly antiaromatic and should be regarded as quinoidal molecules bridged by two 

sulphur atoms. Three out of four molecules show ambipolar behavior in OFETs with moderate mobilities.

Introduction 

In the last two decades, polycyclic hydrocarbons (PHs) have 

been used in many areas of material science.1 They have been 

usefully employed in the manufacture of organic light emitting 

diodes (OLEDs), organic photovoltaic devices and organic field-

effect transistors (OFETs).2,3 Among PH materials, 

diindenoacenes are π-quinoidal systems in their closed-shell 

resonance form but their open-shell resonance one can be 

predominant in the ground state depending on the size of the 

aromatic spacer between the two indeno moieties.4,5 For 

instance, indeno[1,2-b]fluorene (IF) derivatives6 having 

benzene central core are classified as diradicaloid with closed-

shell ground state while diindenohexahydropyrene (HDIP)7 and 

diindenoanthracene (DIANT) derivatives possessing a 

naphthalene and an anthracene central core, respectively, are 

rather seen as diradicals in the ground state (Fig. 1).8 Their 

diradical character (y0) can be tailored by the annelation of the 

outer rings which increase the antiaromaticity of the 5-

membered ring (5-MR) leading to an increase of the electron 

affinity and a decrease of the band gap (Fig. 1).4, 6-8 For each set 

of materials that have their X-ray structures solved with 

acceptable reliability factor (R) (lower than 7%), the anti-

derivatives have always the longest b-bond along with the 

highest diradical character and the lowest energy band gap (Fig. 

1). Even though the syn-derivatives have always the second 

larger diradical character and energy band gap, their b-bonds 

are always the shortest one (Fig. 1). Although the calculated 

bond lengths b at R-B3LYP level of theory increases with the 

calculated diradical character, there is a discrepancy between 

those obtained by X-ray diffraction (Table S2). Even if the 

increase of the diradical character is accompanied by an 

elongation of b-bond (compared IFs with HDIPs, same 

functionalization of the 5-MR), within a family, the length of the 

b-bond cannot solely be used as a tool to gauge the diradical 

character. Since these diindenoacenes are diradicaloids, the 

bond lengths are hybrid bonds between the closed- and the 

open-shell form.7 Consequently, a shorter b-bond for syn 

derivative could mean that its closed-shell form possesses the 

shortest b-bond? Besides, there have been few reports on 

solution processed OFETs using diindenoacenes as an active 

layer.9-12 Within this family, closed-shell structures showed a p-

type semiconducting behaviour and open-shell structures show 

ambipolar characteristics like HDIP derivatives and DIANT 

depending on the device configuration. So far, the best 

mobilities have been obtained for linear- and anti-IF derivatives 

with hole mobilities reaching an impressive value of 1.04 ± 0.68 

and 4.72 ± 1.97 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively.13 Recently, we 

synthesised a set of benzo-indeno[2,1-c]fluorene (BIF) 

possessing formally the as-indacene core (Fig. 1).14  

Unexpectedly, the effect of the annulation of the outer rings on 

the absorption behaviours was more important than usually 

observed. The variation on the energy band gap (Egap) between  
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Fig 1. Previous reported Indeno[1,2-b]fluorenes (IFs), Benzo-indeno[2,1-c]fluorenes (BIFs); Diindenohexahydropyrenes (HDIPs), Diindenoanthracenes (DIANTs) and 
Diindenothienothiophene derivatives (DITTs) described in this study. Energy band gap (Egap), diradical character (y0), X-ray bond length b and reliability factor (R) in % 
are provided. 

 

the two extreme cases for BIFs was as high as 0.54 eV whereas 

a value roughly of 0.30 eV was observed for IFs, HDIPs and 

DIIANTs (Fig. 1). To date, among all diindenoacenes reported, 

the anti-BIF is the unique closed-shell structure with an optical 

absorption beyond 1000 nm. Even though having suitable 

HOMO/LUMO energy levels to achieve balanced charge 

injection and transport for ambipolar behavior, the molecular 

structure of anti-BIF can’t be useful to promote a suitable π-π 

stacking for efficient charge transport.9 

Discovery of new molecules structurally isoelectronic to IFs with 

a good overlap of molecular orbitals in the solid state and 

tunable optical properties of BIFs could be critical of use to 

develop excellent ambipolar semiconductors. Therefore, we 

turned our attention to diindenothienothiophene derivatives 

(DITTs) (Fig. 1). DITT previously synthesised by Chi and Haley in 

separate work,5 possessing formally the 

dicyclopenta[a,f]naphthalene core, can be regarded as an 

extended as-indacene core with 16 π-electrons (4n) if two π-

electrons are counted for each sulphur atom.15 Alternatively, if 

the sulphur atoms do not allow the occurrence of an efficient 

paratropic ring current inherent of 4n systems, DITT having one 

extra double bond at the centre, could be regarded as an 

extended version of BIF. In such case, DITT derivatives would 

have similar optoelectrochemical properties of BIFs with similar 

structures of IFs. The diradical character calculated from the 

electron occupancies of the frontier natural orbitals through the 

Yamaguchi’s scheme (y0) at UHF/6-311G(d,p) indicates that 

DITTs derivatives are nearly pure closed-shell compounds.16 

Within this series, if again the syn derivative exhibits the 

shortest b-bond, it will highlight that the b-bond for 

diindenoacene diradicaloids with average diradical character 

depends on the contribution of the b-bond of the closed-shell 

resonance to a significant extent. 

Herein, we disclose the synthesis, optoelectrochemical 

properties, X-ray crystal structure analysis and OFET properties 

of DITTs. The tropicity of DITTs is discussed based on theoretical 

calculations such Nucleus-Independent Chemical Shift (NICS) 

and Anisotropy of the Induced Current Density (ACID) plot. 

Results and discussion 

Synthesis. The synthesis of DITTs is depicted in Scheme 1. They 

are obtained in three or four steps from 3,6-dibromothieno[3,2-

b]thiophene. The first step involves the latter and boronic esters 

in a cross-coupling reaction providing diesters 1a–1d in good 

yields. The double intramolecular Friedel-Crafts cyclisation 

using triflic acid as activator is efficient for 1a–1c and give 

diketones 2a–2c in excellent yields.17 However, starting from 

1d, the reaction didn’t go to completion no matter the number 

of equivalents of triflic acid used. We assume that there is a 

rearrangement from 5-MR to 6-MR in the course of the 

reaction. The diketone 2d is obtained in a sequential sequence 

instead. By using 7 equivalents of triflic acid, the monocylised 

product was obtained in 70% yield and the remained ester 

function was then saponified in a quantitative yield to give 

compound 1e. Chlorination of the acid then cyclisation using 

aluminium chloride furnishes diketone 2d in 79%. All the 

diketones show the IR signature of an aromatic ketone of a 5-

MR between 1700-1690 cm-1 (Supporting information). Finally, 

DITTs are obtained by first the nucleophilic attack of lithium-

acetylide into the diones followed by the reductive reaction of 

the diol intermediates using tin chloride. It should be noted that 

the yields of DITTs are superior to 50% except for syn-DITT for 

which the yield is only 19%. The same trend has been observed 

for other diindenoacenes.7,8 However, it is difficult to provide 

any clear explanation on their reactivity. 

X-ray structure analysis. Suitable single crystals of the four 

compounds for X-ray diffraction analyses were obtained. The X-

ray bond lengths (in red) are depicted in Fig. 2 along with those 

calculated (in black) at R-B3LYP level of theory.18 All four  
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of DITT derivatives. a) Boronic ester, Pd2(dba)3/S-Phos, K3PO4, PhMe/H2O, 100°C; b) TfOH, DCE, 80°C; c) 1) LiCCSii-Pr3, THF, 0°C; 2) SnCl2, 

PhMe, r.t.; d) 1) TfOH, DCE, r.t., 2) NaOH, EtOH, 80°C; e) 1) (COCl)2, DMF, DCM, r.t.; 2) AlCl3, DCM, 0°C to r.t.. 

 

compounds have a planar structure. However, in anti-DITT, the 

triple bonds deviate slightly from the plane of the π-conjugated 

backbone due to the steric repulsion between the triple bonds 

and the hydrogen at the zigzag edge of the fused-naphthalene. 

Consequently, the length of the a-bond is the longest for anti-

DITT (1.490 Å). The X-ray structures clearly show that the 

compounds have a quinoid structure. Bond length alternation 

(BLA) between single and double bonds are observed across the 

π-conjugated spacer from the 5-MR to the central 

thienothiophene moiety. The main differences of the bond 

lengths are located in the 5-MR. The bond length b is the longest 

for DITT (1.372 Å) and anti-DITT (1.370 Å). It is the first time that 

both analogues have a very similar b-bond length and 

consequently this confirms that DITT derivatives are closed-

shell structures. It should be noted that in all diindenoacene 

diradicaloids reported to date, anti-derivatives have always the 

longest b-bond by far. This underlines that for anti-diradicals, 

the radicals delocalize more on the outer rings compared to 

their smaller analogues. The bond length b is the shortest for 

syn-DITT (1.362 Å) and linear-DITT has an intermediate value 

(1.365 Å). HDIP and DIANT diradicals have the same order 

regarding the bong length b highlighting that a shorter b-bond 

for diradicaloid with open-shell ground state is primarily due to 

a shorter b-bond of the closed-shell form. This finding gives a 

better understanding on the bond lengths of diindenoacene 

diradicaloids and is of great fundamental importance. Also, the 

bond length c at the fusion between the outer rings and the 

central core increases roughly about 0.02 Å considering that the 

bond length of perfect benzene is 1.390 Å and the bond lengths  
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Fig. 2. X-ray bond lengths (red) with calculated bond lengths (black) at R-B3LYP, NICS (1.7)πzz (inside the rings) and ACID plot for DITT derivatives. 

 

of the 1,2 and 2,3 bonds in naphthalene are 1.374 and 1.416 Å, 

respectively.19  

Tropicity calculations. In order to determine how DITT 

derivatives should be classify as either as-indacene core with 16 

π-electrons or simply as quinoidal molecules bridged with two 

sulphur atoms, NICS(1.7)πzz
20 and ACID plot theoretical 

calculations were performed (Fig. 2).21 The NICS of the 5-MR 

and thienothiophene show small positive values which indicates 

that the inner rings are weakly antiaromatic. The paratropicity 

of the 5-MR is higher for syn- and anti-DITT due to a smaller 

bond length c at the fusion since the bond c should have a 

double bond character in a perfect 4n circuit. As one can see 

from the ACID plot, there is no clear paratropic ring current 

suggesting that the sulphur atoms with long C-S bonds prevent 

the occurrence of an efficient paratropic ring current in these 

systems. Consequently, DITT derivatives should be regarded as 

simple quinoid structures bridged with two sulphur atoms. The 

outer benzenoid rings show as expected diatropic ring currents. 

Compared to NICS values of benzene (−17.3 ppm) or 

naphthalene (−18.0 ppm), the NICS values are genuinely lower. 

For DITT, the benzene ring has a NICS value of only −10.0 ppm. 

This decreasing of the diatropicity can be ascribed to the bond 

lengths especially to the c-bond which is much longer than the 

bond length of a perfect benzene. The effect of the lengthen of 

the c-bond is also observed for the other derivatives. The 

benzenoid rings fused with the 5-MR have a NICS value of 

around −11 ppm which is lower than the external rings which 

have a NICS value of −14 ppm. The diatropic ring current 

difference of the two rings is mainly due to the bond lengths 

and not to the paratropicity of the adjacent 5-MR since for IF 

derivatives for which the central core is more antiaromatic, the 

diatropicity of the external rings are similar.6 

Optoelectrochemical properties. The optical properties were 

determined in toluene solution and the absorption spectra are 

given in Fig. 3a. Only the linear-DITT which has a central core 

the least antiaromatic, displays an intense absorption peak at 

639 nm (max) with a sharply decreasing shoulder at 676 nm. 

According to TD-DFT calculations (Table S5), this absorption is 

assigned to the symmetry-allowed S0-S1 transition with a strong 

oscillator strength (f) of 1.05. Linear-DITT has an optical band 

gap of 1.69 eV. The  absorption bands at 607 nm, 679 nm and 

718 nm for DITT, syn- and anti-DITT respectively correspond to 

the symmetry-allowed S0-S2 transitions with f = 0.61, 0.16 and 

0.22, respectively. The values of f are fairly in agreement with 

the experimental data and are inversely correlated to the 

paratropicity of the central rings. Above the max, a weak and 

broad absorption extended to 800 nm is observed for DITT and 

for syn- and anti-DITT, the absorption cut-offs are at 1000 nm 

and 1050 nm, respectively. These weak absorptions are 

assigned to the symmetry-forbidden S0-S1 transition (f = 0). The 

values of the optical band gap are found to be 1.57, 1.38 and 

1.30 eV for DITT, syn- and anti-DITT, respectively. The same 

trends were observed for BIFs derivatives.14 It should be noted 

that according to TD-DFT calculations (Table S6), IF derivatives  
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Fig. 3. Optical and electrochemical properties of DITTs: a) UV/vis spectra in 
toluene; b) CV in chlorobenzene with 0.1 M Bu4N.PF6 as the supporting electrode. 

possess the same transitions versus annelation than DITT 

derivatives. However, contrary to DITT derivatives, the 

symmetry-forbidden S0-S1 transitions are completely 

extinguished for IF derivatives.6 This may be due to their 

stronger paratropicity.6 

It is interesting to note that the purple colour of syn-DITT and 

the magenta for anti-DITT in solution are mainly related to the 

S0-S3 transition while the blue colour of linear-DITT originated 

from S0-S1 transition and the green colour of DITT comes from 

both S0-S1 and S0-S2 transitions.  

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out in chlorobenzene 

solution, half-wave and onset potentials were determined  

relative to Fc/Fc+ couple (Fig. 3b and Table S1). All the 

compounds exhibit two reversible reduction peaks whereas 

only linear-DITT show a reversible oxidation peak. Syn- and 

anti-DITT for which the central core is the most antiaromatic, 

have less negative reduction peaks at −1.04 V and −1.05 V, 

respectively, whereas DITT and linear-DITT show more negative 

reduction peaks at −1.21 V and −1.31 V, respectively. On the 

contrary, linear-DITT for which the central core is the least 

antiaromatic, shows the lowest oxidation potential (onset) at 

0.39 V while DITT, syn-DITT and anti-DITT have higher 

potentials at 0.60, 0.63 and 0.56 V, respectively. As expected, 

the bond order at the fusion (bond c in blue in Fig. 1) and 

annulation mode govern the redox potentials. Syn- and anti-

DITT which have the highest bond order, reduce at lower 

potential whereas linear-DITT which has the lowest bond order, 

reduces at higher potential and oxidizes at lower potential. 

Indeed, the degree of aromaticity of cyclopentadienyl anion and 

the antiaromaticity of the cyclopentadienyl cation explains the 

difference of the redox potentials to a great extent. 

Molecular packing analyses (Fig. 4). All four compounds 

crystallize within a triclinic symmetry with a P-1 space group. 

DITT gives columnar packing whereas linear- and syn-DITT 

exhibit parallel 1D-slipped stacks which do not interact to each 

other. Anti-DITT shows pseudo 2D-brick wall motif. The 

molecule in red has a significant overlap with molecules in green 

while with the molecules in blue, there are two short contacts 

with a distance of 3.34 Å. It should be noted that since linear-

DITT has a similar length in the main-axis of the molecule than 

anti-DITT, both should have given similar packing. This 

discrepancy is due the presence of solvent molecules in the 

crystals of linear-DITT. 

It is interesting to note that the IF counterparts exhibit slightly 

different packing in the solid state.6 IF does not show any 

intermolecular interactions. Linear- and anti-IF show parallel 1D 

stacks whereas syn-IF shows 1D stacks with different 

orientations. 

To gauge the strength of the intermolecular orbital interactions, 

transfer integrals for holes (tn
hole) and electrons (tn

e-) of DITT 

derivatives were calculated at the Gaussian PW91 level of 

theory for all π-dimers within the stack (Fig. 4 and Table 1).22 For 

comparison purposes, these calculations were also done for IF 

derivatives and TIPS-pentacene (TIPS-PEN). Among DITT 

derivatives, anti-DITT exhibits the highest transfer integrals for 

both holes and electrons. Surprisingly, its hole transfer integral 

is 4 times higher than those of TIPS-PEN in the main transport 

direction. However, the values of the hole transfer integrals are 

weak for linear- and syn-DITT. On the contrary, the electron 

transfer integral for linear-DITT is large while the values are 

small for syn- and DITT. Even though anti-IF shows large 

transfer integrals for both holes and electrons, it only exhibits 

unipolar p-type semiconducting behavior while having a low 

lying LUMO energy level.13 Surprisingly, linear-IF which 

reported to possess a high OFET mobility (1.04 ± 0.68 cm2 V-1 s-

1) exhibited a very low hole transfer integral (5.4 meV).13 Anti-

IF has a hole transfer integral about 16 times stronger than that 

of linear-IF and exhibited a hole mobility of 4.72 ± 1.97 cm2 V−1 

s−1.13 The drift mobilities for these molecules were also 

calculated based on the classical Marcus-Hush theory and 

summarized in Table 1, which basically follow the degrees of the 

transfer integrals. However, the mobilities of DITT derivatives 

are expected to be not very high because of large reorganization 

energies. 

OFET devices. The charge transport properties of DITT 

derivatives were experimentally investigated by fabricating 

OFET devices with bottom-gate/top-contact (BG/TC) 

configuration. The active layer of DITT derivatives were formed 

by drop-casting from o-dichlorobenzene at 60°C. Surprisingly, 

the obtained mobilities showed a quite different tendency from 

the theoretically calculated values. The DITT derivatives showed 

bipolar transport except linear-DITT as shown in Fig. 5 and Table 

1 although the calculated electron mobility for linear-DITT was 

higher than those obtained for the other derivatives. This may 

be attributed to the higher LUMO energy level resulting in a 

large injection barrier and no gate effect. On the other hand,  
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Fig. 4. Molecular Packing of DITT derivatives. 

Table 1. Calculated transfer integrals, reorganization energies, and mobilities for holes and electrons for DITTs, IFs and TIPS-PEN and OFETs characteristics of DITT 

derivatives and linear-IF. 

Compounds 

Theoretical Experimental 

t1hole[a] t2hole[a] h
[b] µhole[c] 

 

t1e-[a] t2e-[a]
- e-

[b] µe-[c] 

 

µhole[c] Vth (V) µe-[c] Vth (V) 

DITT 72.1 / 147 4.9 × 10−1 17.7 / 336 3.0 × 10−3 3.1 × 10−3 −52 3.6 × 10−4 33 

linear-DITT 1.4 / 119 1.0 × 10−3 60.6 / 289 3.6 × 10−1 1.1 × 10−4 −34 No gate effect 

syn-DITT 9.3 / 234 1.2 × 10−2 −16.1 / 319 1.4 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−3 −56 1.6 × 10−2 59 

anti-DITT −99.9 −16.1 230 5.6× 10−1 −69.2 −1.7 339 2.5 × 10−1 2.5 × 10−4 −58 1.0 × 10−4 55 

IF / / 202 2.5× 10−2 / / 250 2.0 × 10−3     

linear-IF 5.4 / 153 1.2× 10−2 −34.9 / 248 1.7 × 10−1 7.0 × 10−4 

1.04±0.68[d] 

−56 7.2 × 10−5 40 

syn-IF −85.0 / 195 1.75 42.5 / 227 3.0 × 10−1     

anti-IF 80.1 / 246 8.3 × 10−1 −84.6 / 211 1.4 4.72±1.97[d]    

TIPS-PEN 23.8 −2.80 119 3.2 × 10−1 −129.6 −63.5 170 4.3     

[a] Transfer integrals in meV. [b] Charge reorganization energy in meV. [c] Mobility in cm2 V−1 s−1. [d] Taken from ref.13. 

 

syn-DITT with a lower LUMO level showed a good electron 

mobility. In addition, linear-IF having moderate y0 value, in our 

hands, was found to show a bipolar transport although the hole 

mobility was four order of magnitude lower than the reported 

value (Table 1).13 Some recent works also revealed that the 

compounds with an open-shell nature, have a high potential to 

lead a good ambipolar OFET, while DITT derivatives may give an 

additional insight to the charge transport of organic 

semiconductors since they have closed-shell structures.3c,d Both 

hole and electron mobilities of anti-DITT were unfortunately 

lower than those expected from the theoretical calculation, 

which is due to a poor film quality caused by a strong 

aggregation (Fig. S5). 

In addition, the large reorganization energies of these 

compounds may limit the efficient charge carrier transport. 

Conclusions 

Four diindenothienothiophene (DITTs) derivatives have been 

synthesised. The bond lengths analysis highlights that DITTs are 

closed-shell structures in agreement with the calculated 

diradical character. In addition, this analysis brings insight on 

the apical bond length of 5-MR to the central core observed in 

diindenoacene diradicaloids. DITTs are molecules with low band 

gap ranging from 1.69 to 1.30 eV. While having formally an 

extended as-indacene core with 16 π-electrons, they should be 

considered as quinoidal skeleton bridged with 2 sulphur atoms. 

The optoelectrochemical properties are close to benzo-fused 

indeno[2,1-c]fluorenes (BIFs). DITTs and BIFs are both quinoidal 

molecules. The annelation mode of the outer rings governs the 
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optoelectrochemical properties, the tropicity and the packing in 

the solid phase. Their performances in thin film OFETs were 

evaluated demonstrating ambipolar behaviours. 

 

 
Fig. 5. OFET device of DITT derivatives. (a) Transfer and (b) output characteristics 
of DITT. (c) Transfer and (d) output characteristics of linear-DITT. The OFET 
characteristics for syn-DITT and anti-DITT are shown in Fig. S3. 
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